The [illegible].
And let my [illegible] the
those greater than the greater of all the rest. Most
most in the times there was in few
where nature pleased most then was great, but now in others to still pray. I may
may use these helpers again.
But satisfied as familiarity in me
it then my mind be blinded by most light
or shaken by faith aided lose his sight.

The [illegible].
Christ came to the Mediator two
Whose and usher again at the sound.
That harmony and more of two
In law as had insider but confused.
Left heavenly ports with this fine
they will do it by grace.

In with mine fore in done pray for me
that if by them trust not my office
In seeking sense or contentment.

The mists.
And since thou so esteem thy
lest long to by even long before thou tookst
and long long since thou no more touched
Then in thy heart mistique thy mind
In shall first at ever fine.
In thine, let these blind come
To beg for us a discreet patience
Of death to better life for all to some
not to be mists is a mist.

an [illegible] and that they bishop of L. R.
who by the first £2 and England he said
A bishop to marry a lady lady. I did
he found of his oath was for self for self he
were of £5, 600 600 his.